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Craft: 

3 of 3 review helpful Great for beginners and how would I know what a practised poet would think By Billy Pilgrim 
This was my beginning of understanding what poetry is and how to read it and what it is all about basically I knew as 
much about poetry as NASCAR racing before reading this which is nothing what with me having a masters in brit lit 
and and all I felt a bit foolish but I forded ahead and and got my feet on dry The anticipated first collection of essays 
by celebrated poet Tony Hoagland author of What Narcissism Means to MeMeanness the very thing that is 
unforgivable in human social life in poetry is thrilling and valuable Why Because the willingness to be offensive sets 
free the ruthless observer in all of us the spiteful perceptive angel who sees and tells unimpeded by nicety or second 
thoughts There is truth telling and more in meannes From Publishers Weekly Hoagland s third book of poetry the 
flirtatiously titled What Narcissism Means to Me 2005 established him as one of the smarter and funnier poets of his 
generation well balanced between absurdity and confession those strengths are 
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